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“
“

Top talent is something
you attract by the
company you become.
As a result, your
company wins and
people will want to be a
part of that.
patrick ANTRIM

„
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Introduction
ANTRIM INSPIRES HIGH IMPACT RESULTS WITH ORGANIZATIONS
THAT WANT TO DRIVE MORE REVENUE, CREATE WINNING CULTURES,
AND A BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE THROUGH PEOPLE.
Patrick Antrim is an engaging speaker who boldly gets the
audience thinking bigger and different. His background in
professional baseball allows leaders to start thinking about
their business in new ways.
Focused on results that drive business outcomes, audience
members are inspired with simple strategies to make big shifts
in their leadership, business unit or community.
A best selling author and global leadership expert who spends
time with small businesses to international corporations. He
blends leadership with his track record of creating growth,
value and financial results for organizations
Time is most valuable to Patrick and he takes it serious when
you allow him to share in your curiosity about creating high
performing results.
Leadership is being disrupted while new technologies and
media bombard our business communities. There is no better
time to discover what it will take to lead the next generation
of leaders.

“

The companies
with the best people
have the power
to attract loyal
customers and top
people for their
teams.
patrick ANTRIM
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Patrick Antrim bio
2-line Bio:
Patrick Antrim is an author, speaker, and entrepreneur focused on leadership and culture strategies for winning teams. Antrim is a retired professional athlete with the New York Yankees.

Short Bio:
Patrick Antrim leverages a deep insight in leadership to inspire high-impact results. He is an
author, speaker, entrepreneur and his leadership & coaching firm, Legendary Teams, LLC, is
focused on winning in life and business

Medium Bio:
Patrick Antrim leverages a deep insight in leadership to inspire high-impact results. He is an
author, speaker, entrepreneur and his leadership & coaching firm, Legendary Teams, LLC is
focused on winning in life and business
Patrick has uncovered and applied success secrets as a professional athlete and has extracted
business building strategies from some of America‘s most influential entrepreneurs and business titans over the past 18 years. He provides support to forward looking companies leveraging the same business building strategies that legendary sports franchises use in winning
organizations.

Leadership
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“Most business leaders
underestimate what
it takes to build
great teams. The top
performers have choices,
you have to attract them
to your company. This
takes time.” P. Antrim
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Long Bio:
Patrick Antrim inspires high impact results with organizations that want to drive more
revenue, create winning cultures, and a better customer experience through people. He is the
Founder of LegendaryTeams, LLC, a leadership and culture strategies firm helping companies
build high performance cultures through speaking, workshops, leadership summits and
corporate engagements.
Antrim began his career in leadership after retiring from the New York Yankees in 1998
and became the understudy to the Hon. George Argyros. He has, and is presiding over the
Real Estate portfolio for public figures, top authors, and high performance trainers in the
world today, serving some of Americas most influential investors including John Saunders
- International Coin Dealer, former Assistant Treasurer of American Express Bank, and one
of Bank of America‘s single largest borrowers. Also, Dean Graziosi, 4 time New York Times
Best Selling Author and one of the most watched success trainers in our generation and the
Hon. George Argyros - Forbes Billionaire and one of the worlds 800 richest men (according to
Forbes).
When Patrick was traveling across the eastern states while playing professional baseball, he
journaled many of the lessons learned from one of the greatest sports franchises in history, the
New York Yankees.
His leadership lessons and experience have transformed teams off the field as he teaches the
Yankee Way in how he approaches winning in business. Antrim trained early in life so later he
could train others.
Today, he speaks to inspire high impact results with organizations that want to drive more
revenue, create winning cultures, and a better customer experience.
Patrick is the Author of The Inner Game of Business, Bottom Line Results with People. The
book is set to be published in summer 2017. His accompanying book, The 7 Talent Strategies
for High Performing Teams is written to help leaders understand the talent acquisition process
designed to create leadership and culture strategies for high performing teams.

Culture
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“Success is not something
you pursue. What you
pursue eludes you.
Success is something you
attract by the person you
become.“
J. Rohn
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“

Learn how to
influence by becoming
the best version of
yourself. Lead great
teams in business
and build a high
performance culture.
patrick ANTRIM
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Contact Us Now
Patrick Antrim
20885 N 90th Place
Suite 120
Scottsdale AZ. 85255
800-803-8094
patrick@patrickantrim.com
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Headshots
Print Headshot
Web Headshot

Social Media Links
/patrickantrim
/patrickantrim
/patrickantrim

presentation topics
I AM EXCITED FOR YOU TODAY.

Culture is Your Strategy
Create a winning culture for your company.
Double or triple your performance with a culture of success.
Attract the best people. Learn leadership strategies that create
winning teams.
The Inner Game of Business
Engaging Leaders for Business Success
For leaders who have the courage and commitment to reach
their potential. Patrick provides solutions to forward-looking
companies leveraging the same business building strategies
that legendary sports franchises use in winning organizations.
High Performance Productivity & Focus
How to Focus on What Matters and Get Results
Get high level productivity, leadership and growth strategies
in this high impact workshop. You will discover game changing
strategies and personal leadership breakthroughs necessary to
multiply your growth, effectiveness, and revenues.

Sample Interviews
Video Interview
Radio Interview

Books
The Inner Game of
Business
7 Talent Strategies for
High Performing Teams
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